DyNAMC’s Favorite Things
International Symbol for Unity in
Diversity Military Dog Tag

Managing Diversity in the Military: The value of
inclusion in a culture of uniformity (Cass Military
Studies) 1st Edition

Ships from and sold by Hat Shark
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel dog tag with design as shown
Includes 36” metal chain with clasp
3D diamond engraved
High polish silver chrome color

•

Can be used as a luggage tag or keychain

by Daniel P. McDonald (Editor), Kizzy M. Parks (Editor)
This edited book examines
management
of diversity and inclusion in the military.

Price $14.95 & FREE Shipping

Celebrate Diversity Mouse Pad
by Mouse Pad
•
•
•
•
•

100% Non-skid natural rubber back
Cloth surface for high performance
Optical-friendly mouse pad for improved tracking
Vibrant permanent colors that will not fade
Dimensions (in inches): 10.2 x 8.3 x 0.1

Price $14.99

EuroGraphics Evolution of
Military Aircraft Puzzle

In its mission to promote diversity, DyNAMC felt it inspiring to
showcase those diversity military themed items we deem noteworthy
or that would make a great gift. Spread the Love!

Owing to the rise of asymmetric warfare, a shift in
demographics and labor shortfalls, the US Department
of Defense (DoD) has prioritized diversity and inclusion
in its workforce management philosophy. In pursuing
this objective, it must ensure the attractiveness of a
military career by providing an inclusive environment
for all personnel (active and reserve military, civilian,
and contractors) to reach their potential and maximize
their contributions to the organization. Research and
practice alike provide substantial evidence of the benefits
associated with diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
Diversity and inclusion programs are more strategic in
focus than equal opportunity programs and strive to capitalize on
the strengths of the workforce, while minimizing the weaknesses that inhibit
optimal organizational performance. This new book provides vital clarification
on these distinct concepts, in addition to offering concrete best practices for the
successful management of diversity and inclusion in the workplace. The book will
be of great interest to students of military studies, war and conflict studies, business
management/HRM, psychology and politics in general, as well as to military
professionals and leaders.
Hardcover Price $150.00

PACK OF 10 STICKERS:
Support Our Troops and Forces Vintage US
Flag Design Vinyl Decal Bumper Sticker
by Swamp Graphics

by EuroGraphics

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

2000-Piece Puzzle
Box size: 12” x 10” x 2.63”
Finished Puzzle Size: 38.25” x 26.63”
Made in the USA using the highest
quality blue board

the

•

COMBO PACK: 10 Stickers included, 5” x 5”
Self-adhesive vinyl decal bumper sticker can be
applied on any flat or smooth surface (Vehicle,
window, laptop, hard hat, and etc.)
Weatherproof and durable
Printed and die cut on high quality vinyl media
Stickers are shipped with transfer tape for super
easy and precise application
Original design by Swamp Graphics

Price $34.99
Price $20.00 + $4.74 shipping

Into the Tiger’s Jaw: America’s First Black Marine
Aviator (Leatherneck Classics)

Attracting qualified minority and
diversity Naval Officer Candidates: A
phenomenological study

by Lt. Gen. Frank E. Peterson Jr. USMC (Ret.) (Author),
Alfred J. Phelps (Contributor)

by Scena Webb (Author)

“Like many 18-year-olds who sign up to serve with the U.S.
Navy, Petersen was looking for adventure when he enlisted.
The difference between him and the average kid of 1950,
when he enlisted, was that Petersen was African American.
At the time military opportunities were limited for blacks,
so it was remarkable that Petersen, revealed here as an
intense go-getter, was admitted to the highly competitive
naval aviation cadet program. He would go on to become
the first African American pilot, then flag officer, then threestar general in the deeply conservative Marine Corps.
Assisted by veteran biographer Phelps, Petersen relates
his personal and career trajectory from wide-eyed kid
to seasoned combatant. Although the presentation at
times is overly detailed, with recollections of Petersen’s
acquaintances sprinkled liberally throughout. This work offers valuable
insight into the evolution of both the military and the society at large
through the experience of one man and his family. It’s hard not to
wince when Petersen describes being stopped for impersonating a
military officer at a time when blacks in the service were presumed to
be enlisted men. Other anecdotes are more benign, such as the time
a puzzled young Korean woman tried to wipe the color from his face.
To Petersen’s credit, he includes much commentary from his first wife,
Ellie, who is candid about the toll of being married to an ambitious
pioneer. Through her, readers see the mettle of that rare breed of
social groundbreakers.” ― Publishers Weekly

Dr. Webb presents research surrounding the
phenomenon surrounding the lack of minority
and diversity naval officer candidates selected
for the Navy. She explores possible factors that
help explain the gap between the minority and
diversity leadership the navy wants as compared
to the selections. Interviews conducted with
navy recruiters across the America serves as the
foundation of her research. A must read!
Paperback Price $20.00

Parachute Canvas Double Person
Hammock Outdoor Travel
Camping with Rope

Paperback Price $18.00

American Warrior Down Range T-Shirt

by Hammocks

• High strength canvas hammock, max
loading up to 150kg/330lbs
•
Lightweight and convenient to carry or store, perfect for
backyard, camping, hunting, hiking, traveling, etc
• Size: (78.74 x 59.06)” / (200 x 150) cm (L x W)
• Package Includes: 1 x Outdoors Double Camouflage Canvas Hammock 2 x Rope
(Army Green or White)

The Down Range shirt is a great way to honor
and remember the men and women who have
fought so bravely to protect our nation. It’s
a great visual of our warriors leaving the
battlefield and heading home. All Down
Range tops are made in the U.S.A.
from ultra-soft, 100% ring-spun cotton.
Machine wash cold, hang dry.

Price $32.80 + $4.49 shipping

• Front, Left Chest - American Warrior logo
• Righ Sleeve - Reverse US Flag
• Left Sleeve - Eagle and Crest
•

Back - Soldier and Flag

Price $23.95 - $24.95

Impact of Diversity on the
Civil-Military Relationship

by U.S Army Command and General Staff
College (Author)
Recent concern exists regarding the gap between
the military, its civilian leaders, and society, and
the importance of achieving diversity among the
military leadership that is representative of the
soldiers they lead and the nation they serve.
Civil-military relations and diversity, which usually
appear to be two distinct and separate topics,
are interrelated. Failure to address them will
negatively impact the military’s ability to sustain a
high quality force capable of meeting the nation’s
security requirements. This book examines the
correlations between diversity and the impact on
the civil-military relations of the United States.
Price $12.95

On Diversity

by U.S. Department of Defense (Author)
Colonel Sayles logically and calmly asks questions
about diversity and its effect on the future of
organizations, individual soldiers, and leaders. He
provides important arguments in support of the Army’s
Consideration of Others Program. His thoughtprovoking discussion of diversity in the military meets
his goal of providing dialogue that will be “helpful in
your efforts to achieve the understanding that we all
seek” on this difficult subject — “On Diversity.”
Kindle Edition Price $3.99

